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Welcome sister 

I am buzzing inside at you taking this step to explore holding circle or connecting more deeply with 

women’s circle practices.. 

The circle is a safe place for all of us to rest, reconnect with ourselves, go deep and welcome, allow 

emotions to surface and be present without any expectations or ideas about how we should be and 

what we should experience… 

I can feel deeply inside myself that every woman knows how to lead circle and create such a space… 

sometimes we just need to remember. So here are some pointers of the key ingredients..to leading a 

circle practice of 1-2 hours. 

 

AN ENERGETICALLY CLEAN SPACEAN ENERGETICALLY CLEAN SPACEAN ENERGETICALLY CLEAN SPACEAN ENERGETICALLY CLEAN SPACE    

Rooms and places accumulate emotions, energy and presence of the people who have been in them. 

It’s quite easy to clear them.. so often circle happens in people’s living room or places that are used 

for other things. To clear simply get some white sage smudge sticks (I get them of amazon) and light 

them..then use the smoke to clear the room walking clockwise (clockwise is in alignment with your 

progression). Then if you wish you can also smudge in the same way crystals or objects that you will 

use for the circle… 

In addition you can also transform the vibration of the room by creating a temple structure 

energetically using sacred geometry and activating the walls with sacred geometry. I am offering 

classes regularly. It’s super easy and fun.. just visit my schedule section on the website to find out 

when the next one happens.. 

Of course making the room physically beautiful is also great..having bolsters and cushions in a circle, a 

beautiful middle piece with candles, incense, crystals, nature objects..whatever inspires you or 

connects you to the theme of the day.. 

 

 

Sage for smudging     ..some ideas for set-up of the circle and middle…. 

    

        



TTTTALKING, LISTENING AND HOALKING, LISTENING AND HOALKING, LISTENING AND HOALKING, LISTENING AND HOLDING FROM THE HEARTLDING FROM THE HEARTLDING FROM THE HEARTLDING FROM THE HEART    

The circle is a sacred space in which we want to drop-in… as a circle mama you create the energy of 

the space and keep it safe. Take time to drop-in with yourself before holding circle. Sit in meditation 

and imagine that you are taking an elevator from the mind to the heart. Bring your hand to your 

heart..feel your longing and desire to be of service and create that sacred space and feel it inside you. 

Then when the women arrive just stay in silence with yourself in meditation. Like that they will 

automatically connect with that space inside themselves too and treat the space as sacred.  

When you then open the circle take a moment to briefly set the intention for the day (I will share an 

idea of practices later in  this manual). Keep it very simple and use few words. The practices are about 

embodiment and inner awareness. So often words are just taking us out of that. This means that in 

the circle a lot of the practices are in silence and then occasionally towards the end we also have 

sharing practices where we can share the experiences with each other.  

 

CONNECTING TO THE BODYCONNECTING TO THE BODYCONNECTING TO THE BODYCONNECTING TO THE BODY 

In our daily lives its easy to get so busy in the mind that we loose connection with our bodies.. and 

being a woman, is being in a body.. to fully experience ourselves and our divine goddess essence we 

need that connection. It nourishes and slows us down and helps us remember what matters. So you 

can start by helping women connect to their body. Playing a nice gentle soft music and having them 

do some self-massage, dance or simply guiding them in meditation to connect again with the body.  

A lot of recent research has shown that to process deep patterns and emotions we need to process 

them in our bodies (feel them there) and not think about them or talk so much…this is a very 

important part of the circle practices and so take time for women to arrive and connect. The slower 

you go here the better.  

 

CONSCIOUS TOUCHCONSCIOUS TOUCHCONSCIOUS TOUCHCONSCIOUS TOUCH    

Again this is to help us connect to the body.. and also to relax. For women Oxitocin is a very important 

relaxation hormone that we produce when we give and receive care. Often we are imbalanced in that 

we have a habit of giving and not receiving. So the practice of touch is very important. Simply show 

how to do it and then guide the women to form pairs (or trios), decide who will receive and give first, 

play nice music and help them connect to the ground first before they start touching the other. 

Before the first touch exercise make sure you share how to make touch safe. By having intention to 

simply support the other woman to drop into herself, no fixing or healing. Simply being with her. Also 

make sure to specify that sexual areas are to be kept out so everyone can feel relaxed and safe.  

We often do a “goddess rinse” at the beginning of the circle. One woman stands and the other one 

rinses her by massaging her from top to feet slowly.. 

Often it can happen that emotions come up when we get supported in this way. Invite the women to 

just allow it and not smother them down if they come up in others or push them down if they come 

up in them.  

 



 

EXPLORINGEXPLORINGEXPLORINGEXPLORING    

Now that you set the ground there is space for exploring..there is different themes and options you 

can work with. For example:  

- Working with experiencing and embodying specific goddess energies (like Mary, Durgha, Kali, Venus) 

- Exploring and embodying the realm of animal kingdom and wilderness 

- Exploring body-love and body-hate 

- Celebrating the passing and change of the seasons (e.g. Spring Equinox).. 

- Practicing saying no and expressing needs.. 

-..so many more!! 

.. I will share more details about this in the leadership training and there will be a more detailed 

manual..  

For today let’s imagine you  wanted to create a celebration of the change of the seasons..for example 

from winter to spring. You would then have brought objects into the centre piece of the circle that 

connect you to that transition. Maybe spring flowers or eggs or little branches …  

Then after the women have arrived, connected to their bodies and to each other through touch you 

could guide another short mediation inviting them to connect to their intentions for this new year. 

Their longings and what it is they will be creating. Get them to sense that in the body and then maybe 

express either through movement or drawing.  

    

CLOSING PRACTICECLOSING PRACTICECLOSING PRACTICECLOSING PRACTICE    

To close off the circle it can be nice to have some sharing. I find that inquiry is a beautiful way of 

honouring the depth and silence created. With inquiry we work in pairs. One woman asks a question 

to the other and the other woman answers out of her silence, taking time to really feel what she says 

and speaking only when an answer emerges. And here you can choose the questions according to 

your theme. For today’s theme we could for example have the question: “How does it feel inside of 

you to connect to your vision for this new year.” Like that the woman who shares can practice 

embodying her vision and this will help her in manifesting it.  

Then you can bring the women together for a closing circle again, ending in silence and looking at 

each other.  

*** 

        



HELPFUL RESOURCESHELPFUL RESOURCESHELPFUL RESOURCESHELPFUL RESOURCES    

■ Somatic ExperiencingSomatic ExperiencingSomatic ExperiencingSomatic Experiencing is a great embodiment healing technique that I was trained in and helps 

me a lot in leading circle. You can connect with it and learn pieces by reading the book “Healing 

Trauma” from Peter Levine. It will give you basic principles that you can work with right away.  

■ Sacred GeomSacred GeomSacred GeomSacred Geometryetryetryetry:  mentioned above..its a beautiful way of creating sacred space 

■ WomenWomenWomenWomen’’’’s circle Leadership trainings circle Leadership trainings circle Leadership trainings circle Leadership training: I offer this in London, if you haven’t signed-up to be 

reminded yet you can contact me on tanmaya@tanmayageorge.com. In this training I will go 

deeper on different themes you can bring to the circle and each participant will get a chance to 

practice leading circle in a safe space and with support.  

 

Above all I hope you have fun and enjoy yourself while leading, it’s such a beautiful thing to do and 

share..  

Love  

Tanmaya 

 

 

 

 

You can contact me on tanmaya@tanmayageorge.com with questions and find out more about the 

circle on www.risinginsisterhood.com  


